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The visual revolution and attention economy of the digital world have put visual aesthetic

communication into the primary position of social media marketing. However, this

phenomenon remains underexplored within social commerce research. This study thus

develops a visual information adoption unimodel (VIAUM), to explore the relationship

between visual aesthetics and social commerce intentions. Users with social commerce

experience are invited to complete our online survey, and 321 valid data are collected.

The results reveal that visual aesthetics has direct and indirect (via perceived usefulness)

effects on the social commerce intention of users. Besides, interdependent self-construal

(InterSC) strengthens the direct effect between visual aesthetics and social commerce

intention. In contrast, independent self-construal weakens the mediation effects of

perceived usefulness. This study is among the first attempts to empirically examine

the intervening mechanism and boundary conditions between the visual aesthetics of

self-presentation of micro-celebrity and the social commerce intention of consumers.

Keywords: social commerce, visual aesthetics, visual communication, micro-celebrity, self-construal, visual

information adoption unimodel

INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of digital technology and the ubiquity of social networking, social
commerce has emerged as a trendy business model of e-commerce (Liang and Turban, 2011;
Chen and Shen, 2015; Busalim and Hussin, 2016). By integrating social media tools and web
2.0 into e-commerce, social commerce enables users to share commercial-related information
with/from peer users online (Chen and Shen, 2015; Busalim and Hussin, 2016; Han et al.,
2018), and thus is also known as “referral economy” (Wang and Zhang, 2012). Recently,
the prevalence of visual-oriented social media platforms, such as Instagram, Facebook, and
TikTok, has made visual information the dominant form of online communication over
verbal information (Wang and Zhang, 2012; Schroeder, 2013). Meanwhile, the visual-mediated
environment also raises attention distraction and choice overload challenges for social
commerce business (Townsend and Kahn, 2014; Kusumasondjaja, 2019). In such a condition,
catching “eyeballs” and strategically presenting visual information become the keys to the
success of social commerce (Schroeder, 2004; García-Rapp, 2017; Aljukhadar et al., 2020).
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Individuals usually adopt a set of attention-getting techniques
for self-presentation and strategic communication (Marwick,
2015; Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019), among which visual
aesthetics is of top priority (Kusumasondjaja, 2019). Visual
aesthetics refers to the aesthetic style of self-presentations
embedded in visual communication strategies of the presenter
and the extent to which other users perceive these presentations
to be visually appealing and aesthetically impressive (Sanchez-
Franco and Rondan-Cataluña, 2010; Liu et al., 2013). The
significant role of visual aesthetics of websites has been widely
discussed in the e-commerce context (Harris and Goode, 2010;
Liu et al., 2013; Lorenzo-Romero et al., 2013). However, unlike
traditional e-commerce that largely relies on system features
to enhance shopping efficiency, social commerce prioritizes
the power of user-generated content to drive commercial
performance (Chen and Shen, 2015; Busalim and Hussin, 2016;
Han et al., 2018). Since individuals control these social media
contents, the visual aesthetics of the content results from the
deliberate self-presentation of the individuals (Djafarova and
Trofimenko, 2019). As such, it is the visual aesthetics of self-
presentation of individuals rather than that of the web system
that should be underscored in a social commerce context.
Furthermore, in the lens of social information, visual aesthetics
is a “bearer of meaning” that embodies the engaging lifestyle and
unique tastes of presenters (Marwick, 2015; Brydges and Sjöholm,
2019; Leaver et al., 2020, p. 55). In other words, visual aesthetics
can serve as a critical visual communication strategy that attracts
attention and conveys meaningful information (Schroeder, 2011;
Marwick, 2015; Aljukhadar et al., 2020; Leaver et al., 2020).
However, despite its significance, little empirical research has
examined how visual aesthetics works on the decision-making of
consumers, especially in a social commerce context. This study,
thus, aims to fill this gap by investigating the relationship between
visual aesthetic presentations and social commerce intentions.

Based on the existing literature on visual heuristics,
information adoption, and the single-route persuasion model,
this study develops a visual information adoption unimodel
(VIAUM), specifying visual aesthetics of the visual aesthetics of
self-presentation of micro-celebrity as the antecedent, perceived
usefulness as the mediator, and self-construal as the boundary
condition, to understand how visual aesthetics works on social
commerce intention. The present research expects to contribute
the literature from three perspectives. First, focusing on the
visual presentations of micro-celebrities, we demonstrate that
a visual aesthetic self-presentation strategy is effective in social
commerce marketing. Micro-celebrities are online users who
achieve status as opinion leaders and can affect other behaviors
and decision-making of users due to their attractive and
influential posts (Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019; Jin et al.,
2019; Al-Emadi and Ben Yahia, 2020). Accordingly, focusing
on user-generated from micro-celebrities provides us a better
perspective to understand the impact of social information
on social commerce platforms. Besides, existing literature
suggests that the rise of micro-celebrities is primarily due to the
increasing popularity in the practice of visual self-presentation
(Schroeder, 2011; Marwick, 2015; Djafarova and Trofimenko,
2019). Micro-celebrities usually conduct various elaborate and

aesthetic appealing tactics for self-presentations to accumulate
their follower base and get commercial rewards from the
“advertorials” of product and service (Abidin, 2016; Pedroni,
2017; Giles and Edwards, 2018). Therefore, working on visual
aesthetic strategies of micro-celebrities is conducive to acquiring
in-depth knowledge about strategic visual communication in
social commerce.

Second, this study introduces perceived usefulness as the
mediator between visual aesthetics and social commerce
intention. Past research focuses mainly on physical attractiveness
as a source characteristic for the visual effects of micro-celebrities
(Chu and Kamal, 2008; Lee and Watkins, 2016; Sokolova
and Kefi, 2020). From this perspective, visual aesthetics was
thus seen as a content-irrelevant peripheral cue for persuasion
(Sussman and Siegal, 2003). Besides, regarding the impact
on consumer behaviors, most of these studies stressed the
emotional functions of visual aesthetics of micro-celebrities,
such as parasocial interaction (Lee and Watkins, 2016; Sokolova
and Kefi, 2020) and attachment (Ki et al., 2020). However, the
visual presentation is usually the composite of images and words
or spoken languages, making it hard to distinguish between
the central argument and source information (Couper et al.,
2007). For instance, a visual presentation showcasing micro-
celebrity wearing garments or experiencing certain services can
provide aesthetic experience in parallel with product/service-
related information. Accordingly, inconsistent with the visual
communication literature (Schroeder, 2004; Harris, 2006; Couper
et al., 2007; Simmonds et al., 2020), this study regards
visual aesthetics as a source of information that combines
aesthetic experience with valuable messages. In the established
persuasion theories, the perceived usefulness of the information
is a determinant factor in information adoption behaviors of
receivers (Sussman and Siegal, 2003; Mudambi and Schuff, 2010).
Therefore, our research examines the utilitarian function of
visual aesthetics on social commerce intention via an intervening
mechanism of perceived usefulness.

Finally, we tried to understand the effectiveness of visual
aesthetic communication by relating self-construal to the depth
of processing and capacity regarding visual information. As
human behavior is formulated by the complex interaction of
external incentives and individual factors, visual information
adoption behaviors would vary between recipients (Singelis,
1994; Tsai, 2007; Braun et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2016). Self-construal
is a remarkable discriminator influencing consumer responses to
various marketing stimuli (Tsai, 2007; Hu et al., 2016; Aljukhadar
et al., 2017; Haberstroh et al., 2018). It refers to the definition
of self and structure of self-schema of an individual in relation
to the surroundings (Markus and Kitayama, 1991; Ahluwalia,
2008; Aljukhadar et al., 2017). Individuals with independent
self-construal (IndSC) view themselves as individuated entities
distinct from others who value uniqueness and internal
attributes. People with interdependent self-construal (InterSC),
in contrast, hold a more socially embedded self-view that
emphasizes connectedness, social contexts, and interpersonal
relationships (Markus and Kitayama, 1991; Haberstroh et al.,
2018). Reflecting the perceptions, evaluations, and behaviors
of the individuals regarding the relationship of the self to
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the contexts (Markus and Kitayama, 1991), self-construal has
been used to explain differences of the individuals in attention,
perception, and interpretation of visual information (Cross et al.,
2011; Han andHumphreys, 2016; Haberstroh et al., 2018). Hence,
we examined the boundary condition of direct and indirect
influences of visual aesthetics on social commerce intention by
taking self-construal as the moderator.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
DEVELOPMENT

Theoretical Model
Visual Aesthetics as a Visual Heuristic
Recent literature on heuristic decision-making has put forward
a new theoretical perspective for visual communication (Harris,
2006; Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011; Toepoel and Dillman,
2011; Townsend and Kahn, 2014; Berube, 2019). Heuristics is
known as “efficient cognitive processes” or “mental shortcuts,”
which involve the advantages of effort reduction and/or attribute
substitution (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011; Berube, 2019).
Pieces of research point out that the human brain processes visual
depiction profoundly faster than verbal and textual stimulus
(Townsend and Kahn, 2014; Seifert and Chattaraman, 2020).
Besides, visual presentations are verified to be more memorable
and more directly connected to meaning than verbal depiction
(Townsend and Kahn, 2014; Marwick, 2015; Jin and Ryu, 2019).
In addition, following the principle of “bounded rationality”
(Simon, 1955), several academics indicate a “less is more” effect
of simple heuristics in which heuristics is more accurate than
rational models (Wübben and Wangenheim, 2008; Gigerenzer
and Gaissmaier, 2011; Saab and Botelho, 2020). Visual heuristics,
thus, refers to methods that make use of salient visual cues for
more accessible, quicker, and/or more accurate decision-making
than complex approaches (e.g., the systematic mode in ELM
and the central route in HSM, Kruglanski and Thompson, 1999;
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011; Saab and Botelho, 2020).

Studies suggest that heuristic strategies are particularly
applicable to “large worlds” where the environment is complex,
full of uncertainty, and quick decisions are needed (Wübben and
Wangenheim, 2008; Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011). Based
on the logic of cognitive saving, visual heuristics is also proved
to be efficient in attention-seeking under the “ephemeral but
omnipresent” interactive visual ecology (Harris, 2006; Couper
et al., 2007; Marwick, 2015; Zulli, 2018). Social commerce
involves a business environment of information saturation
and content overload (Marwick, 2015; Kusumasondjaja, 2019),
where cognitive limitations exist in terms of recognizing all
relevant knowledge (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011), and thus
attentions become scarce and elusive resources to obtain (Zulli,
2018). Besides, Pallak et al. (1983) suggest that a visual-oriented
environment encourages heuristic processing for information
judgments. This tendency is also confirmed in recent social-
media literature in which visual contents are found to be more
welcoming than written texts among online users (Townsend
and Kahn, 2014; Marwick, 2015; Kádeková and Holienčinová,
2018). In short, visual heuristics should be critical strategic
communication tools in the context of social commerce.

The impression of visual aesthetics results from the innate
visceral response of an individual that hardly requires cognitive
effort to make a judgment (Lorenzo-Romero et al., 2013; Palmer
and Peterson, 2016). Evidence shows that visual aesthetics
can generate a first impression of a website (Lorenzo-Romero
et al., 2013), or that of an individual (Stockemer and Praino,
2017), within 100ms of exposure. Meanwhile, existing literature
indicates that visual aesthetics generates a halo effect that
increases the overall evaluation of the targets, known as
“attractiveness premium” (Lucker et al., 1981; Palmer and
Peterson, 2016). Past studies have confirmed visual aesthetics as a
practical heuristic shortcut in influencing attitudes and behaviors
of individuals, especially in “low information rationality”
environments like political elections (Palmer and Peterson, 2016;
Stockemer and Praino, 2017) and online markets (Phelan et al.,
2011; Bhandari et al., 2019).

Visual Information Adoption Unimodel
The information adoption model (IAM, Sussman and Siegal,
2003) is an appropriate theoretical framework to explore
the persuasive mechanism of visual information in social
commerce environments (Chung et al., 2015; Erkan and Evans,
2016; Tapanainen et al., 2021). Information adoption model
explains an informational influence process in which information
adoption intentions of individuals are based on their perceived
information usefulness influenced by information argument and
source credibility (Sussman and Siegal, 2003). Peripheral cues,
such as visual aesthetics, are treated as content-independent
information from external sources whose persuasive power is
believed to be less critical than argument messages when forming
evaluations (Kruglanski and Thompson, 1999; Sussman and
Siegal, 2003). Nevertheless, we suggest that IAM is not fully
applicable to visual communication for the following reasons.

First, the original IAM is conducted in a text-based
media where peripheral cues cannot reflect the message itself
(Sussman and Siegal, 2003). In a visual-based context (e.g.,
social commerce); however, things may be complicated. Visual
language is “the integration of words, images, and shapes into a
single communication unit” (Horn, 1998, p. 8). Visual heuristics
thus is seldom viewed in isolation from contents (Harris, 2006;
Couper et al., 2007). For example, visual presentations of micro-
celebrities usually include relevant product attributes in parallel
with the showcase of themselves in the form of he/she who is
wearing the products or experiencing the services (McQuarrie
et al., 2013; Jin and Ryu, 2019). Therefore, peripheral cues
from external sources can also be information-relevant. In some
cases, visual aesthetics is even considered as the most essential
“hardware” (i.e., central arguments) for a product or service
(McFarlane and Samsioe, 2020). For instance, individuals may
find a visual aesthetic presentation of a micro-celebrity as
inspiring information that provides helpful aesthetic style advice
such as outfitting matching and wearing effects (McCormick and
Livett, 2012). Customers thus would rely on source attributes
such as visual styles and physical attractiveness for the diagnostic
evaluations of products or services (Yang et al., 2010; Schroeder,
2013; Schnurr et al., 2017). In other words, there is no absolute
dichotomy between visual heuristics and message arguments
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as suggested in dual-route models (Kruglanski and Thompson,
1999).

For these reasons, we suggest that a unimodel of IAM
may be more suitable for the present study. Unimodel is a
single-route persuasion model developed upon lay epistemic
theory (LET) that demonstrates the process of reasoning
from evidence to conclusion depended on motivation and
cognitive capacity (Kruglanski and Thompson, 1999). Unimodel
regards both heuristics and message arguments as equivalent-
functional evidence to make evaluative inferences, making
no distinct processes of information types (Kruglanski and
Thompson, 1999). Instead, it allows an in-depth and extensive
discussion about the “cognitive responses to persuasion” rooted
in motivation and cognitive abilities (Kruglanski and Thompson,
1999). In short, unimodel holds a fundamental belief that the
motivation and cognitive abilities of individuals rather than the
information type will differ the persuasive results.

In conclusion, by integrating visual heuristic theories
(Harris, 2006; Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011; Berube, 2019),
IAM (Sussman and Siegal, 2003), and persuasive unimodel
(Kruglanski and Thompson, 1999), we construct a VIAUM
in an effort to provide a new framework for understanding
the visual communication in a social commerce environment.
Primarily, we take visual aesthetics—a predominant visual
heuristic strategy—as inferential evidence (information) that will
work on information adoption behaviors of individuals through
the intervening effect of perceived usefulness. Kruglanski
and Thompson (1999) indicate that motivation and cognitive
capacity of the individuals would exert different cognitive
responses to persuasion and thus influences the judgment
formation process. Self-construal is a self-related concept that
reflects the differences of the individuals in motivation and
cognitive styles (Cross et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2015; Cheek and
Norem, 2017). As such, we assume that self-construal may play
as a moderator in our proposed framework that will make
a significant difference in persuasion effects. Moreover, visual
aesthetics will exert preferential choices in addition to cognition
and interpretations (Schroeder, 2004; Townsend and Kahn,
2014). Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011) indicate that inferences
and preferences of visual heuristics are usually embedded in
identical cognitive processes. Thus, we infer that visual aesthetics
will also drive a direct effect on information adoption due to
a process of preferential choice (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier,
2011; Townsend and Kahn, 2014). Besides, scholars suggest that
rational trade-offs and capacity limitations will activate visual
heuristics for decision-making (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier,
2011), which implies a possible moderating effect of motivations
and cognitive abilities between visual aesthetics and information
adoption intentions.

Moreover, individuals usually engage in information-seeking
and obtaining activities for better purchasing decisions on
social commerce platforms (Busalim and Hussin, 2016; Han
et al., 2018). Social commerce involves receiving shopping
information and products on social networking sites to support
purchasing decisions (Hajli and Sims, 2015; Horng and Wu,
2020). Moreover, by applying commercial functions to social
networking sites, social commerce also implies engaging in

FIGURE 1 | Visual information adoption unimodel (VIAUM) in the context of

social commerce.

direct transactions on social commerce platforms (Hajli, 2013;
Fu et al., 2019). In sum, referring to the willingness to accept
the recommendation or engage in direct trading on the social
commerce platform, social commerce intention is then used as a
replacement of information adoption to fit in the context of social
commerce. Our integrated theoretical model is thus presented in
Figure 1.

Hypotheses Development
Visual Aesthetics and Social Commerce Intention
In the practice of micro-celebrity, visual aesthetics usually refers
to a kind of self-presentation strategy that involves a careful and
elaborate aesthetic design of visual presentations (e.g., plog, vlog,
and livestreaming) to attract attention, convey meanings as well
as obtain commercial rewards (Schroeder, 2004; Marwick, 2015;
Zulli, 2018; Brydges and Sjöholm, 2019; Jin and Ryu, 2019; Leaver
et al., 2020). It encourages the use of aesthetic tactics (such as
filters, Photoshop, and beauty devices) to share product/service-
related information or embed commercial messages into the
display of attractive appearances and aspirational visions of life
(Schroeder, 2004, 2011; Brydges and Sjöholm, 2019; Jin and Ryu,
2019; Leaver et al., 2020). To be noticed, we consider the physical
attractiveness of micro-celebrities as a component of their visual-
presentation strategies instead of merely a preordained source
attribute (as discussed in source credibility models). With this
regard, the physical attractiveness indicates carefully crafted body
efforts of micro-celebrities that thus embodied a taste or aesthetic
style with a judgmental power (McQuarrie et al., 2013; Abidin,
2016; Jin and Ryu, 2019; Ki and Kim, 2019).

Past studies suggest that visual aesthetics of websites is the
“decisive trigger” for social media engagement of consumers
(Greussing and Boomgaarden, 2019).Visual aesthetics can
contribute to the overall evaluations of interfaces (Phelan et al.,
2011; Lorenzo-Romero et al., 2013; Greussing and Boomgaarden,
2019), impulsive purchase intentions (Liu et al., 2013; Park et al.,
2015), and online purchase intentions (Schnurr et al., 2017).
Meanwhile, literature on influencer marketing has suggested
that the visual aesthetics of self-presentations are the main
drivers to draw attention and the perquisites of users of being
influential on the social media platforms for micro-celebrities
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(Marwick, 2015; Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019; Ki and Kim,
2019). When consumers find self-presentation of a micro-
celebrity visually attractive, they will follow him or her and
exert approach behaviors (Haberstroh et al., 2018). Besides, past
research indicates that attractive salespeople positively impact
the products associated with them and thus increase purchase
intention of consumers (Ahearne et al., 1999). Besides, as a type
of visual heuristics, visual aesthetics will also activate shortcut
judgment of consumers and thus prompt consumers to make
quick and intuitive decisions, especially in an information-rich
but uncertain social commerce environment (Gigerenzer and
Gaissmaier, 2011; Wang and Zhang, 2012; Berube, 2019; Ishfaq
et al., 2020). Hence, we predict that:

H1: visual aesthetics is positively related to social
commerce intention.

The Mediating Role of Perceived Usefulness
Perceived usefulness refers to the extent to which individuals
regard the information as beneficial for their tasks (Sussman and
Siegal, 2003, p. 49). It is a critical information diagnostic indicator
in the decision-making of people (Mudambi and Schuff, 2010).
The relationship between aesthetics and usability has been
confirmed in the field of information systems (Tractinsky et al.,
2000; Sanchez-Franco and Rondan-Cataluña, 2010; Longstreet
et al., 2021). Based on the “Gestalt” approach, theorists suggest
that individuals intend to organize different elements of a visual
presentation together to make an overall judgment as well as the
associated inference from one another (Tonder and Van Spehar,
2013; Park et al., 2015; Bhandari et al., 2019). Consequently, a
good impression of visual aesthetics will result in a favorable
inference on other attributes of the whole visual presentation,
such as the usability of websites (Sanchez-Franco and Rondan-
Cataluña, 2010; Longstreet et al., 2021). Meanwhile, Coursaris
and Van Osch (2016) and Wang et al. (2019) claim that visual
aesthetics can reduce cognitive load and thus increase the
efficiency and usability of the websites. A negative aesthetic
impression toward design of websites, on the other hand,
hinders the cognitive elaboration process of information due to
a waste of cognitive resources and thus decreases the perceptions
of usefulness (Coursaris and Van Osch, 2016; Greussing and
Boomgaarden, 2019). There is relatively little examination of the
utilitarian function of visual aesthetics in the field of influencer
marketing. However, qualitative studies suggest that consumers
did take micro-celebrities’ visual aesthetics as practical style
advice that provides them inspiration and information for better
grips with products when considering a purchase (McCormick
and Livett, 2012; Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019).

Perceived usefulness is a critical predictor of the intentions
of individuals to adopt certain information (Sussman and
Siegal, 2003; Chung et al., 2015; Erkan and Evans, 2016;
Tapanainen et al., 2021). For example, Chung et al. (2015)
indicate that the perception of usefulness of UGCs affects
adoption intentions of users for online travel information.
Erkan and Evans (2016) prove that a positive e-WOM increases
purchase intention of consumers through the perception of
information usefulness. Tapanainen et al. (2021), recently,
have also found evidence between perceived usefulness and

information adoption behaviors regarding tourism destinations.
Moreover, the usefulness of information is also found to
be the main reason for followership of individuals toward
micro-celebrities as well as recommendation adoptions (Chen
et al., 2019; Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019). Taken together,
we assume that visual aesthetics positively affects perceived
usefulness, which, in turn, positively influences social commerce
intentions. As such, we propose that:

H2: Perceived usefulness mediates the relationship between
visual aesthetics and s-commerce intention.

The Moderating Role of Self-Construal
Self-construal refers to how individuals perceive, comprehend,
and interpret themselves by the cognition of their relationship
with the surroundings (Markus and Kitayama, 1991; Han
and Humphreys, 2016). Based on the view of the self as
related to or distinct from others, two types of self-construals
are conceptualized, namely independent self-construal (IndSC)
or InterSC (Markus and Kitayama, 1991). Existing literature
suggests that self-construal is an essential personality pattern to
explain the differences of individuals in perceptions, motivations,
judgments, and behaviors (Markus and Kitayama, 1991; Cross
et al., 2011; Haberstroh et al., 2018). Individuals with IndSC
prefer to be distinct and unique and usually emphasize self-
fulfillment and internal attributes. In contrast, people with
InterSC are more relationship-dependent and thus focus on
social connectedness, relationships, and contexts (Singelis, 1994;
Cross et al., 2011). Accordingly, IndSC and InterSC individuals
present significant differences in the cognitive and motivational
process for decision-making and actions (Cross et al., 2011; Fang,
2017; Haberstroh et al., 2018). Specifically, IndSC individuals
are more goal oriented and exert an analytic thinking style,
focusing on the functional judgment of the task detached from
its social context. In contrast, InterSC individuals are more
socially sensitive and promote a holistic thinking style that
makes judgments in consideration of social contexts (Konrath
et al., 2009; Voyer and Franks, 2014; Cheek and Norem, 2017;
Fang, 2017). Previous research indicated that self-construal
will modulate the social information process and perceptual
information processing of individuals (Liu et al., 2015). In
short, individuals with different self-construals may process and
respond to the same visual information distinctively (Hu et al.,
2016), thus making a difference in the relationship between visual
aesthetics and social commerce intention.

Recent studies have indicated that the different cognitive
frameworks between the two types of self-construals may
influence attention, priority, and response of individuals to visual
information (Liddell et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015). With an
analytical cognitive style, IndSC individuals are oriented to focal
objects and “make attribution and prediction with reference to
internal properties of the objects” (Lin and Han, 2009), and thus
perform better in local-level tasks, emphasizing decontextualized
dimensions (Liddell et al., 2015). Alternatively, the holistic
thinking InterSC individuals are more likely to attend to the
contextual background and understand the visual information as
an interconnected whole (Choi and Totten, 2012), and then are
adept at handling global-level tasks (Liddell et al., 2015). Existing
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literature suggests that the nature of these perceptual processing
tasks will regulate attentional control mechanisms of individuals
(Hedden et al., 2008; Liddell et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015). The bias
toward local processing takes more attentional efforts for IndSC
individuals to perform the global task, leading to greater brain
activation in this case. Likewise, active attention occurs when
InterSC individuals need to deal with local tasks (Hedden et al.,
2008; Liddell et al., 2015).

As aforementioned, a visual presentation is a multifunctional
object that provides aesthetic experience and valuable
information in parallel (Couper et al., 2007; McCormick
and Livett, 2012; Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019). It is a
“gestalt-like” visual compound that will generate optimal effect
from a holistic higher-level configuration, indicating the need
for global-level processing (Haberstroh et al., 2018). Hence, it
can infer that automatic attention toward the visual presentation
may be enough for an InterSC individual to make an evaluation
(Simmonds et al., 2020). That is, InterSC individuals are more
likely to prime the visual heuristics for decision-making. InterSC,
therefore, should moderate the direct path from visual aesthetics
to social commerce intention. Besides, visual aesthetics also
delivers social information involving the “aesthetic self ” and
social identity of a certain micro-celebrity (Djafarova and
Trofimenko, 2019). InterSC individuals represent a more flexible
and variable self that would adapt their behaviors to match the
social contexts (Singelis, 1994; Haberstroh et al., 2018). As a
result, InterSC individuals are more likely to seek similarities
and assimilate with others, thus generating more willingness to
mimic and adopt a visual aesthetic suggestion (Aljukhadar et al.,
2017). As such, we predict that:

H3: InterSC moderates the positive influence of visual
aesthetics (VA) and social commerce intention (SCI), such that
the effect is stronger when InterSC is higher.

Conversely, IndSC individuals may give active attention to the
visual compound to allow the cognitive processing to analyze
the internal attributes against perceptual interference (Liddell
et al., 2015; Simmonds et al., 2020). As such, we predict that
IndSC should moderate the indirect path through perceived
usefulness. Besides, scholars suggest that IndSC individuals
are goal/performance-orientated, preferring analytic judgments
based on internal attributes (Cross et al., 2011; Voyer and Franks,
2014; Fang, 2017). When viewing the micro-celebrities visual
aesthetic presentations, IndSC may emphasize utilitarian aspects
of the information, such as style advice and the visualization
of related products and services in the presentations, to
support their shoppings (McCormick and Livett, 2012). With
this regard, IndSC individuals may confront more perceptual
conflicts between the target and interference in this kind
of composite information (Liddell et al., 2015). As a result,
more cognitive resources would require to deal with the visual
aesthetics information that may decrease the perception of
information usefulness. Moreover, IndSC individuals are self-
determined, egocentric, and decontextualized. They would direct
their behaviors and responses according to their inner feelings
without being influenced by any surroundings (Millan and
Reynolds, 2014; Fang, 2017). Accordingly, they may be less likely
to take further actions by a descending perception of usefulness.
Consequently, we indicate that:

H4a: IndSC weakens the positive effect of visual aesthetics
on perceived usefulness (PU), such that the positive relationship
between VA and PU is weaker when IndSC is higher.

H4b: IndSC negatively moderates the mediation effect of PU
between VA and SCI, such that a higher IndSC leads to a weaker
mediation effect of PU.

Data Collection and Sample
We designed an online survey, including all the constructs in
our proposed model and other demographic variables in the
questionnaire. We focused on the Chinese market in that China
is reported as one of the largest s-commerce markets in the world
(Kemp, 2020). The survey was conducted through a professional
survey platform (https://wj.qq.com). Then, we posted a URL of
our questionnaire through “Circle of Friends” and “Group Chat”
on theWechat platform to encourage people to participate in our
research as much as possible. In order to ensure the respondents
are experienced with the concept of “social commerce,” we
only collected data from those who had used social commerce
platforms in the past 6 months.

Furthermore, we also put two simple logical questions in our
survey to ensure that the respondents were conscientiously filling
the survey. In exchange, we provided a Y3 gift certificate for those
who fully and responsibly completed the questionnaire. Finally,
there were a total of 321 valid questionnaires we collected to be
analyzed. About 70% of our respondents were females, and 58.6%
of the participants were between 18 and 25 years old. Moreover,
most of them (78.8%) had a bachelor’s degree or above, and
almost 44.2% got paid less than Y2,000 monthly.

Measures
All the constructs in our hypotheses were adapted from prior
research with some fine-tuning to fit the social commerce
context. In particular, the measures of visual aesthetics of self-
presentations of micro-celebrity were modified from Park et al.
(2015) and Chen et al. (2019). As perceived, usefulness was a
mature construct but examined under a relatively new area; we
chose to include both classic items from Davis (1989) and trendy
items from Xiang et al. (2016) for our measurement. Items for
social commerce intention were modified from Horng and Wu
(2020). Lastly, self-construal items were adopted from Hofmann
et al. (2021) and Singelis (1994). All the items were measured on
a seven-point Likert Scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to
7 (strongly agree).

Statistical Analysis
SPSS26.0, AMOS23.0, and Hayes’ PROCESS for SPSS were used
for data analysis. Firstly, Cronbach’s alpha tested in SPSS 26.0
was used to examine the reliability of our measurement. Values
of Cronbach’s α were all above the standard of 0.7 (see Table 1;
Hair et al., 2010). Then, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
was conducted in AMOS 23.0 to check the convergent and
discriminant validity of the proposed model. Followed by this,
the PROCESS for SPSS (Model 4) was used to test the direct
effect of the visual aesthetics on social commerce intention
and their indirect effect via perceived usefulness (Hayes, 2018).
Finally, Model 8 of the PROCESS macro was used to examine
the moderated mediation effect of the proposed hypotheses
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based on the regression bootstrapping method [5,000 bootstrap
samples to estimate 95% confidence interval (CI); Hayes, 2018].
CIs excluding zero suggested the significance of indirect effects
(Hayes, 2018).

RESULTS

Measurement Model
We used a CFA to test our measurement model composed
of visual aesthetics, perceived usefulness, and social commerce
intention. The results of fit indices suggest that the model has a
good fit with the data (chi-square/df = 2.074 <3, AGFI = 0.937
>0.9, GFI = 0.966 >0.9, RMSEA = 0.058 <0.08 and the
SRMR = 0.0293 <0.05, Hooper et al., 2008). The examinations
of factor loadings (>0.5, Hair et al., 2010), composite reliability
(CR, 0.836–0.910 >0.6), and average variance extraction (AVE,
0.562–0.772 >0.5) are presented in Table 1, which demonstrate
a satisfactory level of convergent validity (Fornell and Larcker,
1981). Moreover, as suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981), the
values of AVE square root should surpass their inter-construct
correlations to prove the discriminant validity of the model.
The results providing evidence of high-convergent validity are
presented in Table 2, along with means and SDs.

Direct and Indirect Effects
We used a two-step examination for the structural model. In
the first step, we conducted a simple linear regression analysis
in SPSS 26.0 to examine the relationship of factors with social
commerce intention. The proposedmodel has explained 54.3% of
the variance in s-commerce intention within a middle level (Hair
et al., 2010). Visual aesthetics is significantly related to social
commerce intention (B = 0.190, p < 0.005), thus supporting
H1. Meanwhile, perceived usefulness is significantly related to
social commerce intention (B= 0.688, p< 0.001). Then, a further
mediation effect can be examined. In the next step, Hayes (2018)
Model 4 was used to examine whether the mediation effect of
perceived usefulness exists between visual aesthetics and social
commerce intention. As shown in Table 3, the bootstrapping
results indicate that the indirect effect of visual aesthetics (VA) on
s-commerce intention (SCI) through perceived usefulness (PU) is
significant (direct effect: B = 0.190, p <0.005, 95% CI, excluding
zero; indirect effect: B = 0.433, p < 0.001, 95% CI, excluding
zero). Therefore, H2 is supported.

The Moderated Mediation Effect
Hayes (2018) Model 8 was applied to examine the moderating
role of InterSC between VA and SCI (H3), the conditional effect
of IndSC betweenVA and PU (H4), and themoderatedmediation
effect in which IndSC moderates the mediation effect of PU on
the relationship between VA and SCI (H5). InterSC and IndSC
were used as moderators to runModel 8 separately and finally got
all the hypotheses tests regarding conditional effects. The results
are all presented in Table 4.

The results reveal that the interaction effect of VA ×

InterSCon SCI is significant (B = 0.055, p < 0.05, 95% CI,
excluding zero), showing that InterSC moderates the positive
relationship between VA and SCI. Aiken and West (1991)

suggested that the interaction effects are plotted at ± 1 SD
from the mean of InterSC (Figure 2). A simple slope test
examines the strength of the relationship between VA and SCI
at different (high/low) levels of InterSC. The results indicate that
the conditional direct effect of VA on SCI is not significant when
InterSC is low (B = 0.087, p > 0.05, 95% CI, including zero). In
contrast, the conditional direct effect of VA on SCI is significant
and strong (B = 0.211, p < 0.005, 95% CI, excluding zero) at a
high InterSC level. H3 thus is supported.

The interaction effect of VA × IndSC on PU is significant
(B = −0.073, p < 0.05, 95% CI, excluding zero), showing
that IndSC negatively moderates the positive effect of VA on
PU. Following the approach of Aiken and West (1991), these
interactions are plotted at ± 1 SD from the mean of IndSC
(Figure 3). The simple slope approach is used to test the
strength of the relationship between VA and PU at different
levels (high/low) of IndSC. The results reveal that the VA-PU
relationship is strong (B = 0.478, p < 0.001, 95% CI, excluding
zero) when IndSC is at a low level, while the relationship is weak
(B = 0.321, p < 0.001, 95% CI, excluding zero) when IndSC is at
a high level. Thus, H4a is proved. The results depict that IndSC
moderates the indirect relationship between VA and SCI via PU
(bootstrap estimate=−0.045, bias-corrected CI, excluding zero).
As shown in Table 4, the conditional indirect effect (via PU) of
VA on SCI is weaker (bootstrap estimate = 0.198, bias-corrected
CI, including zero) at a high level of IndSC (+1 SD) than that
at a low level of IndSC (−1 SD) (bootstrap estimate = 0.295,
bias-corrected CI, including zero). Hence, H4b is supported.

DISCUSSION

Micro-celebrities play a significant role in the social commerce
economy by encouraging the participant and purchasing
behaviors of online consumers (Kádeková and Holienčinová,
2018; SanMiguel and Sádaba, 2018). The rise of visual-oriented
platforms further enlarges the influence of micro-celebrities
by providing them opportunities to aesthetically design and
present themselves (Djafarova and Trofimenko, 2019; Jin et al.,
2019), which is helpful for attention-attraction and follower-
accumulation (Leaver et al., 2020; Djafarova and Bowes, 2021).
In an era of “attention is profitable,” visual aesthetics is probably
more important than competence or expertise for micro-
celebrities popularity (Marwick, 2015). The present study, thus,
provides the first attempt to empirically examine the relationship
between the visual aesthetics of self-presentation and social
commerce intentions of micro-celebrities with the discussions
about the direct effect, intervene mechanism, and boundary
conditions between them.

Our empirical findings confirm the significant role of visual
aesthetic presentations in the context of social commerce.
Drawn on visual heuristic theory and VIAUM, the present
outcomes depict that visual aesthetics has a positive direct
relationship with social commerce intention (H1) and a positive
indirect influence via perceived usefulness (H2). We suggest
that visual aesthetics can be an effective visual heuristics as
a “preference” for quick and intuitive choices (Townsend and
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TABLE 1 | Main variable measurement items, reliability, and factor loadings.

Construct Items Factor loading CR AVE α Source

Visual aesthetics (VA) 0.876 0.703 0.875 Park et al., 2015; Chen

et al., 2019

VA1 The visual presentation of the

micro-celebrity is visually appeal

0.850

VA2 The way the micro-celebrity presented

his/her visual contents is attractively

arranged

0.878

VA3 I am motived to watch this

micro-celebrity’s visual presentation for

their visual aesthetics

0.784

Perceived usefulness (PU) 0.887 0.724 0.887 Davis, 1989; Xiang et al.,

2016

PU1 I find watch the visual presentations of the

micro-celebrity useful for my purchase

decision makings

0.854

PU2 Watching the micro-celebrity’s visual

presentations can improve my shopping

performance

0.828

PU3 Watching the micro-celebrity’s visual

presentations make it easier for me to

make purchase decisions

0.870

Social commerce intention (SCI) 0.910 0.772 0.909 Horng and Wu, 2020

SCI1 I will consider the recommendations of the

micro-celebrity when I want to shop.

0.858

SCI2 I am willing to buy products recommended

by this micro-celebrity

0.922

SCI3 I will ask the micro-celebrity to provide me

with their suggestions before I go

shopping

0.854

Interdependent self-construal (InterSC) 0.836 0.562 0.836 Singelis, 1994; Hofmann

et al., 2021

InterSC1 It is important for me to maintain harmony

within my group

0.712

InterSC2 it is important to me to respect decisions

made by the group

0.778

InterSC3 I often have the feeling that my

relationships with others are more

important than my own accomplishments

0.798

InterSC4 I have respect for the authority figures with

whom I interact

0.706

Independent Self-Construal (IndSC) 0.849 0.588 0.845

IndSC1 Having a lively imagination is important to

me

0.810

IndSC2 My personal identity independent of others

is very important to me

0.871

IndSC3 I enjoy being unique and different from

others in many respects

0.722

IndSC4 Being able to take care of myself is a

primary concern for me

0.644

Kahn, 2014; Greussing and Boomgaarden, 2019; Ishfaq et al.,
2020). Besides, it can also serve as a practical “inference”
for rational judgment, which leads to better decision-making
(Mahon-Haft and Dillman, 2010; Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier,
2011; Coursaris and Van Osch, 2016). The mediation mechanism
of perceived usefulness found in the study clarifies how visual

aesthetics information can effectively communicate to consumers
and consequently influence their social commerce behaviors.
Moreover, our findings reveal that self-construal makes a
significant difference in the persuasion effects of visual aesthetics
on social commerce intention. The results show that InterSC
strengthens the positive relationship between visual aesthetics
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TABLE 2 | Discriminant validity of the constructs, mean, and standard deviation.

Mean SD SCI PU VA

Social commerce intention 4.706 1.340 0.879

Perceived usefulness 4.900 1.217 0.807 0.851

Visual aesthetics 4.779 1.172 0.613 0.680 0.838

SD is Standard deviation, while bold numbers are the square root of the average variance extracted.

TABLE 3 | Mediation results—the indirect effect of VA on SCI via PU (PROCESS model 4, 95% CI).

Effect B SE t p LLCI ULCI

Total effect: VA→ SCI 0.623 0.054 11.606 0.000 0.518 0.729

Direct effect: VA→ PU 0.630 0.046 13.625 0.000 0.539 0.721

PU→ SCI 0.688 0.052 13.101 0.000 0.584 0.791

VA→ SCI 0.190 0.055 3.486 0.001 0.083 0.297

Indirect effect B SE Z P BootLLCI BootULCI

VA→ PU→ SCI 0.433 0.046 9.430 0.000 0.312 0.570

N = 321. B, Unstandardized regression coefficients; LL, Lower limit; CI, Confidence interval; UL, Upper limit; Boot, Bootstrap (sample = 5, 000).

and social commerce intention (H3), while IndSC weakens
this relationship by decreasing the perceived usefulness (H4a,
H4b). This finding is in accord with the self-construal research
in which InterSC and IndSC individuals are proved distinct
in cognitive-perceptual styles. With a holistic and context-
dependent cognitive style, InterSC individuals will rely more on
contextual information than those IndSC people with an analytic
and decontextualized cognitive style when making decisions
(Lin et al., 2008; Cross et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2015). As
InterSC individuals are biased in local processing, visual aesthetic
presentations containing an implication of aesthetic advice or
product-related visualization will exert active attention of IndSC
individuals to diagnose the visual cues for rational decisions
(Liddell et al., 2015; Simmonds et al., 2020). Consequently, as
more attentional resources and cognitive efforts are required
to process it, the perceived usefulness of visual aesthetics
decreases, and then social commerce intention follows for IndSC
individuals (Liddell et al., 2015; Fang, 2017).

In short, this study suggests that visual aesthetics is an
effective self-presentation strategy that will encourage the social
commerce intention of online consumers. Previous studies
announced that the visual aesthetics of salespeople or micro-
celebrities cannot directly influence the purchase decisions of
consumers (Ahearne et al., 1999; Djafarova and Trofimenko,
2019). Conversely, based on heuristic theory, our empirical
research verifies that visual aesthetics serves as a low-resources
shortcut that leads to direct decision-making. Besides, online
consumers nowadays are fed up with the commercial-driven
“advertorials” on social media. They perceive these ads as
compelling persuasion knowledge manipulated by the brands
or presenters and, therefore, would not take them as the
source of information (Singh et al., 2020). In the lens of visual
communication, we suggest that the visual aesthetics of self-
presentation ofmicro-celebrity is a compound visual information
that can attract attention, provide aesthetic experiences, and

convey useful information. This multifunctional information is
more ambiguous in promotional intentions and less compulsive
(in persuasion) and thus generates a better persuasion effect than
the commercial-related posts (Rietveld et al., 2020). It is worth
mentioning that, although the power of visual aesthetics increases
in the InterSC group, its perceived usefulness diminishes in
the IndSC group and thus affects the ultimate social commerce
intention. Micro-celebrities need to consider the comprehensive
characteristics of the target audiences when conducting a
visual aesthetics strategy. That is, they need to maintain and
enhance this visual aesthetics within the followers with InterSC.
Nevertheless, they should work on increasing the perceived
usefulness of the IndSC followers by offering more attribute-
related cues.

Theoretical Contributions
The present research contributes to the literature in at least three
aspects. First, previous studies on visual aesthetics have been
limited to the web-system perspectives due to the emphasis of
e-commerce on maximizing efficiency (Lorenzo-Romero et al.,
2013; Chen et al., 2018; Longstreet et al., 2021). We extend
this study to the social commerce domain by emphasizing
the visual aesthetics effects from the perspectives of visual
presentations of micro-celebrities. Besides, by viewing visual
aesthetic presentations as means of visual communication,
intervening aesthetic experience with knowledge dissemination,
we expand the scope of the visual aesthetics of micro-celebrities
from physical attractiveness to strategic communication (Couper
et al., 2007; Berube, 2019; Seifert and Chattaraman, 2020).

In addition, we introduce a VIAUM for the first time
to explore the underlying mechanism through which visual
aesthetics affects social commerce intention. By highlighting the
prominent role of visual heuristics, VIAUM provides a practical
and flexible framework to understand the persuasive process
of contextual information in the digital world (Gigerenzer
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TABLE 4 | Moderated mediation analysis—self-construal (InterSC and IndSC) moderates the direct and indirect relationship between VA and SCI (PROCESS model 8,

95% CI).

B se t p LLCI ULCI

Model 1: SCI as outcome

PU 0.607 0.057 10.575 0.000 0.494 0.720

VA 0.149 0.055 2.729 0.007 0.042 0.256

InterSC 0.235 0.059 4.017 0.000 0.120 0.350

VA X InterSC 0.055 0.026 2.102 0.036 0.004 0.107

The conditional direct effect of VA on SCI at values of InterSC

InterSC (-1 SD) 0.087 0.062 1.407 0.160 −0.034 0.208

InterSC (+1 SD) 0.211 0.063 3.370 0.001 0.088 0.335

Model 2: PU as outcome

VA 0.399 0.046 8.732 0.000 0.309 0.489

IndSC 0.447 0.054 8.221 0.000 0.340 0.554

VA X IndSC −0.073 0.025 −2.884 0.004 −0.122 −0.023

The conditional direct effect of VA on PU at values of IndSC

IndSC (−1 SD) 0.478 0.054 8.869 0.000 0.372 0.584

IndSC (+1 SD) 0.321 0.053 6.093 0.000 0.217 0.424

Bootstrapping results for the indirect effect (via PU) between VA and SCI

Index of moderated mediation Index SE (Boot) BootLLCI BootULCI

IndSC(moderator) −0.045 0.021 −0.092 −0.009

The conditional indirect effect of VA ON SCI via PU

IndSC (−1 SD) 0.295 0.062 0.185 0.427

IndSC (+1 SD) 0.198 0.067 0.091 0.355

N = 321. B, unstandardized regression coefficients; LL, lower limit; CI, confidence interval; UL, upper limit; Boot, bootstrap (sample = 5,000); VA, visual aesthetics; PU, perceived

usefulness; SCI, social commerce intention; InterSC, interdependent self-construal; IndSC, independent self-construal.

FIGURE 2 | The moderating effect of interdependent self-construal between visual aesthetics and social commerce intention.

and Gaissmaier, 2011; Saab and Botelho, 2020). Previous
studies generally held a principle that central arguments usually
override the judgmental influences of visual heuristics. Besides,
visual aesthetics is likely to shape cognitive bias and thus
drives irrational decisions (Ishfaq et al., 2020). Similarly, visual
aesthetics is usually considered as mood-related cues that
influence responses of consumers based on an affective system
(Kim and Lennon, 2008; Phelan et al., 2011). Our VIAUM implies

that visual aesthetics (as heuristics) is functionally equivalent
with central arguments that provide essential evidence for
cognitive inferences. Similar to the dual-code audiovisual cues,
visual aesthetic presentations can elicit the automatic attention
of individuals as an external stimulus and generate their internal
processing as a message of implicit meaning (Simmonds et al.,
2020). By confirming a reasoning mechanism (via perceived
usefulness) between visual aesthetics and behavioral responses
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FIGURE 3 | The moderating effect of independent self-construal between visual aesthetics and perceived usefulness.

of consumers, our empirical results of VIAUM thus explain
how visual information makes sense to consumers. In short,
the developed and empirically validated VIAUM leads to a shift
in the understanding of visual communication in the social
commerce environment from the descriptive level to conceptual
and explanatory levels (Wang and Zhang, 2012).

Last but not least, we innovatively incorporated self-
construal to explain the differences of the individuals in
visual persuasion effects. Our findings indicate that self-
construct orientation of people, namely InterSC and IndSC,
significantly affect direct and indirect visual aesthetics (via
perceived usefulness) effects on social commerce intention
of individuals. By focusing the persuasive process of visual
information on motivation and cognitive ability rather
than information types, the VIAUM framework conforms
to the principle of “triadic reciprocal determinism” in
which psychological cognition is regarded as a complicated
process of the “triangle interaction” of contexts, individuals,
and behaviors (Bandura, 1986). As such, VIAUM allows
an in-depth but straightforward exploration of visual
communication strategy in the context of social commerce.
VIAUM, therefore, responds to the call of McNamara
and Houston (McNamara and Houston, 2009, p. 673) of
building “simple mechanisms that will evolve in complex
environments” rather than “complex models of optimal behavior
in simple environments.”

Managerial Implications
Beyond our theoretical development, the present studymay serve
as guidance for social-commerce operators, brand managers,
and micro-celebrities. First, we suggest that visual aesthetic
strategy is a prerequisite for visual communication in the
context of social commerce. According to our results, visual
aesthetics can promote the direct social commerce intentions
of consumers. Meanwhile, visual aesthetics facilitates the
perceived usefulness of the visual information, encouraging

consumers to take further actions regarding social commerce.
In short, for business conducted in such a visually dominated
environment, it is necessary to apply aesthetic skills in
their visual presentations to attract attention and influence
consumers for ultimate commercial ends. Besides, based on
VIAUM and related theories, we suggest that visual aesthetics
means more than physical attractiveness. It implies that brand
managers should cooperate with micro-celebrities who can
aesthetically present their contents rather than merely good-
looking ones.

However, although visual aesthetics is effective in social
commerce marketing, its influence varies significantly from
person to person. According to our findings, the effect of visual
aesthetics is more evident for people with InterSC regarding
their direct social commerce intentions. Moreover, for people
with independent self-construal, the role of visual aesthetic
strategies in the usefulness perception and the further responses
is even weakened. Therefore, we suggest that personalized
visual aesthetic strategies should be implemented for consumers
with different consumption demands. Specifically, for those
consumers with InterSC traits, sustainable and enhanced
visual aesthetics strategies are encouraged. However, for those
consumers with IndSC, the visual aesthetics strategy should be
carefully conducted or collocate withmore attribute implications.

Limitations and Future Research Directions
This study is not without its limitations. First, most of the
respondents to this research were females (70%) and university
students (58.6%), limiting the generality of the results. According
to Wang and Zhang (2012), women are more interested in
social networks than men, making social commerce a female-
dominated business. In this respect, our findings may be
quite different in the male population. Besides, Kádeková and
Holienčinová (2018) indicate that the social networks and visual
contents are more prevalent in millennials. Alternative effects
may be generated from people of different age stages. Therefore,
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future research should be conducted in a larger scope of social
groups to further verify the linkages between visual aesthetic
communication and social commerce intentions.

Additionally, selection bias may influence our results in
that the present study does not define product types. Past
studies indicated that evaluations, attitudes, and decision-
making of consumers vary between hedonic products
and utilitarian products (Dhar and Wertenbroch, 2000;
Lee et al., 2012). Especially, hedonic goods are perceived
to be more meaning carrying and social expressive, while
utilitarian goods are more instrumental and functional (Dhar
and Wertenbroch, 2000; Lee et al., 2012). As a result, the
positive interaction effect of visual aesthetics and InterSC
on social commerce intention may be further strengthened
by presentations with hedonic products than utilization
products. On the contrary, the negative interaction effect
of visual aesthetic and IndSC on perceived usefulness
may be mitigated in the context of utilization-product-
related presentations. At this point, there is a need for
further examination.

Furthermore, the measurement of visual aesthetics in the
present research is based on the overall aesthetic impression of
visual presentations. Visual aesthetics may result from different
visual rhetoric techniques (Schroeder, 2004; Yang et al., 2010;
Leaver et al., 2020). Previous studies claim that presentation
styles significantly influence product perceptions of consumers
and the effectiveness of an advertisement (Yang et al., 2010).
Visual presentations with multiple modalities, such as texts with
pictures (Toepoel and Couper, 2011) and audio with visual
images (Kusumasondjaja, 2019; Simmonds et al., 2020), will
facilitate understanding and perceptions of consumers of the
visual information and thus generate more positive responses
than simple and plain modalities (Toepoel and Couper, 2011;
Kusumasondjaja, 2019). However, Townsend and Kahn (2014)
indicate that a content-rich visual presentation may cause
a problem of choice overload and thus generate negative
consumer responses. Especially, DeRosia and McQuarrie (2019)
find that different propensity of individuals to process visual
information (VisProp) will elicit different evaluations of the
visual aesthetics toward a visual advertisement. For these reasons,
further exploration is needed for the antecedents of visual
aesthetics perceptions.

CONCLUSION

By conducting a VIAUM to examine the relationships between
visual aesthetics of self-presentation of micro-celebrities
and intention of consumers for social commerce, the main
conclusions of the present research should be three-fold. First,
we suggest that visual aesthetics will directly influence social
commerce intentions of individuals. Second, an intervening
mechanism confirms that visual aesthetics will indirectly affect
social commerce intentions through perceived usefulness.
Finally, as human behavior intentions may form from external
and internal causes, this study also explores the interaction
effects of visual aesthetics and self-construal of individuals
on social commerce intentions. According to our findings,
the positive effect of visual aesthetics on social commerce
intention is more substantial for InterSC individuals. Meanwhile,
people with a higher level of IndSC lead to a decreasing
effect of visual aesthetics on perceived usefulness and further
weaken the indirect effect between visual aesthetics and social
commerce intention.
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